
Gallery Preview: South Asian

Before your visit to VMFA, introduce your students to the
galleries. Let them explore the space and imagine what they can
find there!

Grade Level: Adult, College, Grades 3-5, Grades 6-8,
Grades 9-12

Collection: South Asian Art
Culture/Region: India, South Asia
Activity Type: Distance Learning, Gallery Preview

TAKE A LOOK INSIDE

VMFA is home to one of America’s premier collections
of Greater Indian and Himalayan art. Click on the
image for a virtual view of VMFA’s South Asian
Galleries which feature Indian and Himalayan art.
Here you can get an idea of the kinds of objects on
display in the museum. When you come to the
museum you will be visiting this gallery and exploring
just a few of these objects.

As you take a look around consider:

What kinds of objects do you see?
How are they displayed?
If you could visit in person, what might you be
interested in looking at first?
Do any of these objects remind you of topics you
are studying? How?
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK: IS THIS STUFF REAL?

Yes! There are examples of sculpture, paintings, architecture, textiles, and decorative art made by Indian,
Nepalese, and Tibetan artists. By caring for and studying these objects in museums like VMFA, we are able
to connect with artists from the diverse cultures of this region, consider how they understood the world
around them, and explore how they visually shared stories and ideas with one another.

Fortunately, you don’t have to be a scholar or an art specialist to take a closer look and begin exploring. All
you need is a little bit of time and some curiosity!

https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/virginia-museum-of-fine-arts-int-level-3/fAEiGFCbbVtBcA?sv_lng=-77.47482975614048&sv_lat=37.55642177487331&sv_h=40.93046476380272&sv_p=-0.8893007089556022&sv_pid=hDPG76e5JJZJS8rqj2rEHA&sv_z=1


WHY DON’T YOU GIVE IT A TRY!

Use these simple steps to take a closer look at this
Indian sculpture:

Take a brief look at this object and write down your
first impression by finishing this sentence:

This sculpture is… (you can write anything— a single
word, a full thought, even a question).

Now look back at the image. Keep looking for ten
seconds. Write a new sentence.

Now I think this sculpture is… (elaborate on your first
idea).

Repeat step two. This time finish the following
sentence:

I wonder…

One more time! This time finish the following
sentence:

The artist seems interested in…

Now you’ve looked at this object for at least 30
seconds. Look at your list of sentences. You’ve just
connected with an artwork made over 850 years ago! 
Click on the image to find out more about this object.
What are you still curious about? What other ideas do
you have?

 

https://vmfa.museum/piction/6027262-177442064/

